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1 of 1 review helpful Engaging Characters By Gina111 C A James writes another beautiful book of compassion 
challenges and revival Author James is a sincere thoughtful and inspirational writer James writes of three gifted 
animated stuffed bunnies plus Bear living in Bent Spur Texas with Fred and Sarah humans How was Sarah going to 
tell Fred about the talking bunnies Had Sarah lost her mind Once story telling Fred and Sarah Davis a grieving couple 
at 333 Oak Lane in the small town of Bent Spur Texas have chosen to shut themselves off from the rest of the world 
One can only wonder how their strategy will fare in the face of four innocent souls who offer unconditional love 
Sweetie s Song The Meadows of Heaven is a book that will enchant its readers whether children or adults It is a 
heartwarming family friendly story that has an un I don t read a lot of fiction books so I didn t know what to expect 
with this one but I was more than pleasantly surprised The short review is it was simply and completely delightful 
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